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Role of Arabic language in Arabian civilization and Islamic arts. 
Consultant/ Fathy Awad Al malla 

Member of rising up with Arabic language committee –consultant of Islamic 
universities association- general secretary of the Arabian society of civilization 

and Islamic arts. 
 

 

Islamic Arabian civilization is basically rely on Arabic language. The Arabic language before the 

descending of holy Quran was the language of poetry and prose and doesn’t extend to other creations 

or multiple arts, but descending the Quran in Arabic and no other language qualified Arabic to be 

language of civilization and depends on science, thinking and literature so it turned into language where 

the Indian civilizations, Greek culture and modern science that spread at the 16th century A.D. 

transferred to it. Then major development has happened to the Arabic language thanks to those 

variable international cultures. The Arab scientists of all species created some wonderful, modern 

science that lit up the sides of the world and established advanced, modern and international civilization 

which was and still generous branch to contemporary international human civilization which one of the 

orientalist said about it” if it wasn’t for Arabic Islamic civilization, the contemporary international 

civilization would have been delayed for many centuries”. 

This research aims to uncover the role of Arabic language in Islamic Arabian civilization and how this 

language was able to absorb all the previous international civilizations before it. And the creativity of the 

new science and arts in Arabic, which became the base and the tongue of this civilization. 

Recently in the international field appeared new concepts and expressions such as: globalization –

constellation-universalization –Arabization which all promise the birth of new world that will be 

considered as universal village. 

Along time ago the Arabian thinker said” the world is my village,to do the good that is my religion”. 

The globalization and cooperation between mankind is an idea represented by Islam the ending religion 

that invited all humans as it is mercy to all people. That has its clear effect on Arabic from multiple sides 

that the research reveals,beside the relation between Arabic and English, French, Spanish, Russian, and 

Chinese languages which is considered relative development in the relation of international organization 

with people around the world. 

The united nation considers the 18th of December each year is international day to celebrate the  Arabic 

language to ensure its role in the making of the human civilization ,that represents initiation towards  

linguistic pluralism, cultural variation and promoting to the use of the six official languages in the U.N. 

French language celebration day is 20th of March each year. 

English language celebration day is on 23rd of April each year. 
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Russian language celebration day is on 6th of June each year. 

Spanish language celebration day is on 12th of October each year. 

While they are preparing to celebrate the Chinese language but the day hasn’t been determined yet. 
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